Supporting information
. Random Forest models for anomalies in spring phenology. TX, TN and TG: maximum, minimum and average temperature, respectively; PP: precipitation; SIS: surface incoming shortwave radiation; DAL: surface radiation daylight; GDD: growing degree days; CHIL: chilling requirements; FF, LF and PF: first, last and period of freeze, respectively.
Models
Ps -2   GDD03  MTG3  MTX3  MTN3  CHIL3  F  CRR3  MRR3  CSIS3  MSIS3  CDAL3  MDAL3 Table S2 . Random Forest models for anomalies in autumn phenology. TX, TN and TG: maximum, minimum and average temperature, respectively; PP: precipitation; SIS: surface incoming shortwave radiation; DAL: surface radiation daylight; GDD: growing degree days; CHIL: chilling requirements; FF, LF and PF: first, last and period of freeze, respectively. Models Ps-R   2   GDD030  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR30  MRR30  CSIS30  MSIS30  CDAL30  MDAL30  FF  FF  LF  PF  0.78  GDD030  MTG90  MTX90  MTN90  CRR30  MRR90  CSIS30  MSIS90  CDAL30  MDAL90  FF  FF  LF  PF  0.81  GDD530  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR30  MRR30  CSIS30  MSIS30  CDAL30  MDAL30  FF  FF  LF  PF  0.78  GDD530  MTG90  MTX90  MTN90  CRR30  MRR90  CSIS30  MSIS90  CDAL30  MDAL90  FF  FF  LF  PF  0.81  GDD090  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR90  MRR30  CSIS90  MSIS30  CDAL90  MDAL30  FF  FF  LF  PF  0.81 GDD090   MTG90  MTX90  MTN90  CRR90  MRR90  CSIS90  MSIS90  CDAL90  MDAL90  FF  FF  LF  PF  0.80  GDD590  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR90  MRR30  CSIS90  MSIS30  CDAL90  MDAL30  FF  FF  LF  PF  0.81  GDD590  MTG90  MTX90  MTN90  CRR90  MRR90  CSIS90  MSIS90  CDAL90  MDAL90  FF  FF  LF  PF  0.79  GDD030  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR30  MRR30  CSIS30  MSIS30  CDAL30  MDAL30  0.74  GDD030  MTG90  MTX90  MTN90  CRR30  MRR90  CSIS30  MSIS90  CDAL30  MDAL90  0.81  GDD530  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR30  MRR30  CSIS30  MSIS30  CDAL30  MDAL30  0.75  GDD530  MTG90  MTX90  MTN90  CRR30  MRR90  CSIS30  MSIS90  CDAL30  MDAL90  0.81  GDD090  MTG90  MTX90  MTN90  CRR90  MRR90  CSIS90  MSIS90  CDAL90  MDAL90  0.79  GDD090  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR90  MRR30  CSIS90  MSIS30  CDAL90  MDAL30  0.80  GDD590  MTG90  MTX90  MTN90  CRR90  MRR90  CSIS90  MSIS90  CDAL90  MDAL90  0.79  GDD590  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR90  MRR30  CSIS90  MSIS30  CDAL90  MDAL30  0.79  GDD030  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR30  MRR30  FF  FF GDD030  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR30  MRR30  0.66  GDD030  MTG90  MTX90  MTN90  CRR30  MRR90  0.75  GDD530  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR30  MRR30  0.68  GDD530  MTG90  MTX90  MTN90  CRR30  MRR90  0.75  GDD090  MTG90  MTX90  MTN90  CRR90  MRR90  0.69  GDD090  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR90  MRR30  0.73  GDD590  MTG90  MTX90  MTN90  CRR90  MRR90  0.70  GDD590  MTG30  MTX30  MTN30  CRR90  MRR30  0.73 Table S3 . Random Forest models for anomalies in autumn phenology considering spring anomalies as a predictor. TX, TN and TG: maximum, minimum and average temperature, respectively; PP: precipitation; SIS: surface incoming shortwave radiation; DAL: surface radiation daylight; GDD: growing degree days; CHIL: chilling requirements; FF, LF and PF: first, last and period of freeze, respectively. 
